2000ML Semi-Automatic Cartoner

This versatile semi-automatic cartoner is designed to package a wide range of products at medium speed. Like all Serpa machines, the 2000ML is designed for three shift round-the-clock performance. Serpa machines are rugged, durable and quiet; featuring low maintenance and high reliability.

**Carton Opening**

Our bottom reciprocating carton erector is reliable and simple. For hard to open cartons, our orbital carton erector with pre-break feature is available.

**Quick Changeover**

Digital gauges and dials with pointers allow quick and accurate changeovers. Manual changeover takes 10 to 20 minutes with locally hung tools.

**Accessibility**

Electrically interlocked full access guard doors allow for easy maintenance and cleaning.
2000ML Semi-Automatic Cartoner

A little about Serpa Packaging:

Each 2000ML is built for three shift per day operation. We work hard to ensure that you get the best design possible for cartoning your products. In order to achieve this, we must have a lot of innovative capabilities. That’s why our largest investment at Serpa Packaging Solutions is in engineering. Our engineers test, debug, and prove every design. After your 2000ML is installed, we increase your satisfaction by providing you with maintenance and technical support.

Standard features:

- Positive bottom pick carton erector
- Mechanical drive system with cam driven erector
- Standard SPS gluepots for hot glue closing
- Full access doors makes maintenance easy
- Compact footprint enables more productivity with less space
- Dials and scales provide for a no tool, quick changeover
- Control panel is made user-friendly with LED diagnostic display panel

Options available include:

- Larger size ranges available
- Orbital carton erector with pre-break
- Carton coding with deboss or ink
- Straight or reverse Tuck closing
- Nordson Glue system

Other Serpa Packaging Solutions:

Cartoning:
- Intermittent Motion
- Continuous Motion
- Vertical
- Horizontal
- Single or Multiple Sleevers
- Manual Load

Case Packing:
- Semi-Automatic
- Bottom Load
- Wraparound
- Endload
- Side Load
- Trays

Systems:
- Turnkey Systems
- Custom Product Handling

Due to our continuous product improvement philosophy, specifications are subject to change without notice.